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The thirty-seventh conference of the Linguistic Circle was held on Friday and 
Saturday, October 28th and 29th, 1994, at the Days Inn in Winnipeg. At noon on 

were welcomed by Circle President Neil Besner and by Dean 
University 

the next and a half, forty-three were read and discussed. 
Contributors represented six American and five institutions. Chairs of ses-
sions included: Kathleen Collins Harold Smith (Minot State 
University), Muriel Brown (North Dakota State and Rory Egan 

im'V"T'<1lv of Manitoba), Ken Hall and Gene DuBois of North Dakota), 
Neil Besner, Evans, Karen Malcolm, Lena McCourtie. McDougalL and 
Clement Wvke (Universitv of WinniDe2:). and Michael 

to conclude the Annual President Neil 
diverted and amused the guests with his address entitled "Great Canadian Shields." 

At the Business on Saturday, after reporting that there were sixty-one 
individuals attending the conference, President Besner commended the presentors for 
the high calibre of their papers, congratulated the Editor on the appearance of the 
Proceedings, and thanked everyone whose hard work and cooperation had helped 
make the a success. 

In his report, Editor Tim Messenger acknowledged with thanks the help of Michael 
Moriarty and Carol Sedgwick in preparing the Proceeding for the press, but took final 
responsibility for any remaining "glitches." He said that copies of the Proceedings were 
still being sent to twelve Canadian and six American institutions; and there was still an 
exchange with two European journals. 

Two special awards were made at the meeting. For her long and devoted involve
ment with the organization, the Linguistic Circle conferred on former President Mary 
Ellen Caldwell the title "Honorary President for Life" and presented her with a com
memorative plaque. Kathleen Rettig Collins was honored for having established a 
"daughter" organization to the Linguistic Circle in Omaha, Nebraska. The Midlands 
Conference on Language and Literature has met every year since 1988. For this out
standing achievement, Kathleen Collins was named on Honorary Life Member of the 
Circle. 

Elected as officers for 1994/95 were Harold Smith (Minot State University) as 
President, (University of Manitoba) as Vice President, and Karen Malcolm 
(University of Winnipeg) as Secretary-Treasurer. 

Chair, incoming President Harold Smith brought those in atten
dance up to date on the project to publish full texts of some of the papers previously 
presented at Circle conferences. The thirteen submissions which had been received 
would be reviewed; and it was hoped that the publication would be ready by the 1995 
conference. The title would be Selected Papers Presented to the Linguistic Circle of 
Manitoba and North Dakota. 1989-J993. 

In other business, the Circle voted to seek regional affiliation with the International 
Association for Semiotic Studies. Those present and voting also decided that papers 
written in any language may be presented at conferences of the Linguistic Circle. 

President Smith closed the meeting by cordially inviting everyone to attend the 1995 
conference in Minot. 
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The sharp contrast between the Fool and the Wordly Fool was a well-known 
and widely used Renaissance trope. Inspired by St. Paul's Second Letter to the 
Corinthians as well as Erasmus's Praise of Folly, this dichotomy was used to 
by Sebastian Brant, Rabelais, and even Shakespear; and it was a favourite 
Evangelical Humanists in their criticism of Renaissance society. 

Using material culled from my recent Master's thesis, I will Rabelais' s use 
of both the Holy Fool and the Fool the Tiers Livre's U"""Uf'",JH 

of Triboullet (Le Tiers Livre, XXXVIII), a wise fool whose to make a 
of faith is advocated by the to understand Triboullet' s 

behaviour, thus the reader with a comical vet clear Dict:ure of the 
will also be C;AjJIV1CU, 

In the seventy-two stories Marguerite de Navarre creates ten sto-
rytellers - five men and five women - who share the tasks not or relat
ing stories, but of passing judgment on the characters involved in them, and the other 

as well since each text is followed a discussion of the story. 

This paper proposes to what behavior is deemed to examine 
the actual punishment given those who transgress, and to determine whether it can be 
said, as some feminist critics maintain, that female characters are Dunished far more 
severely than men for similar deviant behavior. 
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When 

used only one theme, 
with each theme 

mgenutIY on the part of the 

Here idea into Three 
themes are evident a 

father, the decline and death of his father, his own more 
lln,iPfst:lnrlin (Y and acceptance of his father. Within each of these three themes 

sub-themes or variations on the ideas. As the work is per-
voices, it is easiest to think of it and similar to a 

sonata which there is a solo or featured m~u til H<'11ll 
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to Northumbria, and back to Rome. 
al steereless" (a rudderless boat), 

is. . 
that God is in control of her 

to Fortune's wheel, another mt:taj)hc)r 
never controls her inner life. God 
of the story underscore the of women, P"''''''"'''' 
she looks to another women, Mary, 

and eek my steere." This contrast connects 
whom "Mankvnde was as 

tale, which V.A. Kolve sees as a tale 
tales, echoes elements in the Knight's Tale 

tions to Boethius's Consolations 
idential order that Custance cOllst:mtlly 
est losses that humans can endure. These two tales, as Alfred 
masculine and chivalric virtue versus .o~~mm= 

_____ '_11 .. vulnerable in her to 
al steereless." But she 

who is her "steere." 

This intt:rdlSC1lyill1lary 

aloud, not because audiences 
ence literature as a social 
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for contemporary pictures of reading in 
manus;cDJptS. I was to find that, while indi-

texts (particularly in books of 
Mary or other religious 

secular texts, either 
alone or with others. 

What I did find were of authors in situations that seemed to 
encode a great deal of about the status the author, the nature of the 
text, the intended audience, and the of literature. Authors read in two dif-
ferent contexts. The first is as a sitting at a desk, surrounded by many 
other books, open and closed. Whereas authors are shown without 

mspinltic1n within-late medieval authors were understood to write 
sources. 

cOintlll!1(~S once the author has created his or her new text: the second 
the 

nmlv"ro"" robes, and reads a 
applies even when the text 

lcoifiogralphlc elements may be added to 
arglL!m(~nts may be 

variations on Of innovations to the basic iconography. authors are brought into 
a contemporary context, in conflation of role and identity and a de
historicization of the text. 

I am still in the Dfocess of searching: out these and analyzing their role in 
occur in, the manuscript and iconographic 

illustrate, the social and political background 
espeCIallY, the conceptions they encode about the uses of literature 

In an era known for its relative lack of literary self-analysis, 
these are a and source of infonnation. 

LH1~lU"'ll" Circle, I presented a selection of slides 
aesig:ned to illustrate the I've developed so far, and to solic-

sue. 
the audience about other intemretations or directions to pur-

l'roceedinRS 33 (J993), we said that the Xenions of Goethe and Schiller (1796) 
distichs undertaken in response to malevolent opposition to 

larrow-minded, hypocritical pietists ... and shallow men 
phillm;ophic worth, such as Nicolai, the ArchPhilistine." The 
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poets modeled their xenions upon that of the Roman poet Martial in his Xenia, 
line poems, the first line in hexameter, the second in pentameter, 
a fonn better suited to the Greek and Roman than to Gennan and 
Because of the of rendering the the 
uses the quatrain in an attempt to capture the epicgr:'umnatic 

In our last presentation, we concentrated 
pooned" the opponent~ to Horen. Lest one feel xenions are all satirical, our pre-
sent purose is to offer more "conventional" selections-some 
"sentimental," though wrought with skill. Others the moral, the pnllOSODr 
ical, and the all refuting the complaint that Goethe and Schiller were 
gious and Reg:ardless of subiect. much of the Dith and Vig:Of is retained. 

MY FAITH 

canon eXjJlaJlned 
Does not make much sense: 

Our Pastor need not be ordained, 
For it's not Sect, but Faith in Essence. 

QUESTIONABLE CRITICAL INVESTIGATION 

Dissection is very instructive, 
So take up your knife at each whim. 

To the frog, though, it's less than constructive, 
For he has to offer his limb! 

NATURAL ALCHEMY: MAN AND NATURE 

How has Mankind, that Nature endowed 
With instincts both lofty and low 

Resolved them? With Self-Esteem! Proud 
That from coal-fields a diamond may grow. 

GOOD SUNDAY BABBLE 

"Hear the bells from the lofty church 
The Minister's raising a clatter, 

Calling recalcitrant people 
To dull and repetitive chatter!" 

Don't blame it all on the Preacher; 
He knows what the parish demands: 

These hopeful words from their teacher 
Is glad babble that each understands. 

OUR FATHER: THE ALL 

To whatever heights you aspire, 
You can never escape isolation 

Until Nature, with Her holy fIre 
Welds your soul to the ALL of creation. 
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THE LIMITATIONS OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE 
THE SCIENTISTS OF EARTH AND SKY 

You've gathered from Nature Eternal, 
From her rills, from her fields, from her 

And all in book 
for the curious eye: 

You've trodden Her fields with your measures, 
Her radiant breast to survey: 

Think you Earth will up Her treasures, 
secrets to you 

THE ONENESS OF BEAUTY 

is ever but One, 
the Beautiful varies Her forms: 

is never so 
Than when it departs from the norms. 

SAMENESS IN DIFFERENCE: 
WORKS OF ARMS VS. COATS OF ARMS 

There's peerage in the realm of the Moral, 
Where common-man must prove his worth, 

While better-born may his 
dint of the state birth. 

IMMUTABLE 

Time hastens us up to the brink! 
How can Time be bound to the Etemal? 

Faith can we link 
with the Diumal. 

LOVING DISCIPLINE 

Just as mother may her child 
With love, a rude servant, 

So Truth with her chastisement mild 
Harms us not, but makes us observant. 
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JUSTIFIABLE HYPOCRISY, OR THE ART OF PLEASING EVERYBODY 

If your work caters much to the senses, 
But you wish praise from the pious as well: 

Make your plots, if you will, quite licentious, 
But send all of your sinners to Hell! 

In 1890 William James defined the tides with their 
and flux as stream of consciousness. critics (i.e., R. M. 
Friedman, N. Friedman) have noted the different levels of consciousness rer>tei,ented 
by this technique, as well as renaming and of stream of con
sciousness (i.e., interior monologue). 

Another association with the modem novel is the author's creative of 
manipulating time. Although Laurence Steme seems to have anticipated the modem 
concerns with time, most of the authors who so self-consciously time 
belong to the late nineteenth century or twentieth century. 

In her choice of title, Time and Tide, O'Brien draws attention to these two charac-
teristics of the modem novel, that is, the tide of thought and the of time. 

The prologue opens with four words spoken by the protagonist, "Do you believe 
her?" She ends the novel with four words, "You can bear it" spoken by the silence. 
She divides the rest of the novel into four fortv-six chaoters. The first four 
words in the provide the motivation 
of her house Her older son, has drowned in a accident 
and now her younger son, so angry at those four words ("Do you believe her?"), may 
be leaving her for good. She asks this question after Tristan tells her that 
girlfriend thinks she is pregnant with Paddy's child. Those four "treacheries" may have 
provided such a rift between them that he will be as dead to her as is her older son. 

Most of the novel after the prologue moves (dreams and reminis-
cences occasionally break the chronology) from the time are young until she 
"loses" both of them. 

The last four chapters, however, go beyond the time of the action in the vrUlli!<Uto 

and in these four chapters O'Brien draws greater attention to the 
and thought than she does in the rest of the novel. We know at the end of the nrolncmp 

that Tristan is leaving, although the narrator leaves us with the that 
for reconciliation will occur. In the last four chapters, Tristan and Nell 
ogizing; she attempts suicide, but does not possess the strength to 
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but is unable; returns home, and finds a note from 
words in his note ("You can bear it") she finds the desire 

and begins to understand the between past, present, 

"Lenore" (1773) was written about a decade after the 
Fragments of Ancient Poetry and about the same time that 

of Ancient English Poetry and Herder's essays Von deutscher Art und 
Kunst had stimulated a new interest in folk poetry and in the world of the demonic. 
"Lenore" illustrates the fascination with demonic in the late 18th century, further 
exemplified by Goethe's "Erlkonig," which gave rise to numerous ballads that were 
referred to as "Schauerballade" or "Gespenterballade." 

",u,vucvuthe empty, formulaic predictability of what was [requenuy 
tied or "romance" and argued that a successful ballad must have 

vigorous surges and a lively style. He hoped not only that his ballad 
an Improvement on an existing genre and would be accessible to DeoDle of all social 
classes, but also that it might be set to music using a 

This was entirely in keeping with the musical tradition of this 
German folk-song composers of this period, such as Schulz, ZeIter, and 

Silcher believed that texts should be subservient to the music. Indeed, the pub
lication of "Lenore" coincided with a remarkable efflorescence of singable 
German domestic songs during the late 18th century. the tum of the century, over 
750 collections of such songs had appeared. 

There are at least a dozen musical settings of "Lenore," but all the composers had 
to come to terms with the sheer length of the poem (32 stanzas) and its complex 

motifs and wealth of detail. Johann Philipp Kimberger's setting consists of a 
sixteen-measure the first half setting the first four lines, the second half set
ting the rest. The melody and accomplishment make no attempt to express any spe
cific aspects of the poem and the result is a potentially monotonous recitation of the com-

poem. 

Johann Andre s setting (1774), which was revised four times, achieved immediate 
and widespread success and transformed the musical conventions surrounding the 

of ballad texts. He ignored Biirger's stated musical preferences and approached 
the poem from point of view, capitalizing upon the dialogue ele-
ments and the und Drang imagery in the poem, to create an extend-
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ed work lasting perhaps fifteen minutes. This 
atic recitative and operatically inflected vocal 
with an independent accompaniment that 
resulting in a mimetical portrayal 
the strophic ballad into a dramatic cantata in mmlalUle. 

Following on the success of Andre s setting, 
portrait ("musikalisches Gemlilde") of "Lenore" in 1793. Kunzen follows 
Andre s practice, but in an effort to make the work still more theatrical, he uses 
dialogue and characteristic musical figures, but also melodrama, in which the voice 
speaks over an characteristic musical ac(;onlpanirnerlt. 

The most of "Lenore" was made His 
was the model for consid-

the Czech composer Vaclav Jan Tomasek 
put)lisJhed in 805). A yet one that was never oerforrned at the time 

of its was the 70-minute dramatic cantata bv the 
Reicha. It is like an unstaged 
tempest in Hell. 

The wider of these works, now 
and their excessive mimetic element, lies in the nnnm-h,r,;"" 

ly emotional text to a musical that express the 
Aside from Mozart's Don Giovanni, there is little in the music of the classic that 
deals with the torment of the underworld. In their various of the poem, com-
posers of the second rank evolved a musical emo-
tionality that was of Carl Maria von 
Weber. The famous Glen Scene" from his opera Der Freischiitz is unthink-
able without the musical preparation of these earlier, now unknown composers. Even 
Weber made arrangements of popular tunes set to words from ballad. 

Curiously, although "Lenore" was read in Europe, even as far east as 
Poland, well into the 19th century, it was least successful in 
orous denunciation in 1791 and the emergence 
cism seem to have taste away from acl:iOll-Daclced 
Biirger died in poverty in 1794, but the composers who took UD his to set his 
ballad to music fared much better. Andre in ",,""'-lurn 

his musical setting poem. 

Nineteenth-century composers soon had new, more malleable texts to work 
with. In the hands of poets like Goethe, the ballad was shortened to H1i:1:lla)!;eaOlt: 
length and in Schubert's the musical ballad entered the 19th century as a 
five-minute work, rather than a twentv-five minute one. 
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In a paper in 1985 ("The case against divination: an examination of 
Cicero's De Divinatione," Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological 3 I: I-
10) Nicholas argues interestingly that the Stoic defense of divination outlined 

Cicero Divinatione 1 emerges unscathed from Marcus' Book 2 crit-
a method of foretelling future events. This much it in 

scientific But since science deals with causal retati(lns!hips, 
and divination deals with fortuitous relation shins. divination is not ODen to 
of It does not 
argues, those of Cicero's criticisms that 
dentials are irrelevant to the defense 

themselves do not indicate ... 
the same way, e.g., as does a railway schedule, telling us what will 
Certain marks on me to a train at a particular place and time, 
are not the cause of the train's being then, nor do tell me what that cause is; 
likewise an on the left indicates victory, does not cause the vic-
tory, nor does tell how the victory will come about. 

to our understanding of what's at stake in defend
like divination. Yet his account overlooks some details of De Divinatione 

that are uncomfortable for the Stoics. If we concentrate on these details we can see (1) 
that Cicero's attack is not so irrelevant as it may seem, and (2) that the project of 
deJ:endmlg divination presents the Stoics with a dilemma they cannot easily resolve. 

(1) If signs are communications, rather than indicators of causal rela-
it is natural to ask how we can tell that particular signs mean particular 

rigorously answer to this question. He says he will 
its causes (l.12), and he compares divination 

to medicine as an of an art whose methods have been validated by experience 
we may not know those methods work (1.13, cf. 1.16). 

abandonment of a claim to know the of divination reflects the 
the Stoics want to it separate from the realm of scientific 

~nc\",l,~r1c,," In another respect, however, an empiricist defense keeps div
well within the realm of scientific justification, and Cicero may legitimately aim 

his attack at the level of its empirical justification. Given his sceptical purposes he 
need offer plausible counter-explanations to remove divination's evi-

basis 2.28,32,42,44,48,50,67, 139). This, I contend, is the primary pur-
Book 2 criticisms. 

(2) The Stoic defense aims to keep divination separate from the realm of scientif
-~r!:~+:on, it to events that are thought to be fortuitous (1.9). But since 

universe is governed by Fate, "fortuitous" events actually result from the 
same kinds of causes that effect all other events, those that fOlm the subject 
matters of the sciences. The events predicted by divination seem for
tuitous because we lack the knowledge to predict them scientifically 
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Accordingly, if "fortuitous" events are such that we are in unable to 
know their causes beforehand, then divination ranges over events to which science can 
have no access. But if the Stoics mean only that there are events which, as a mat-
ter of fact, no human has the knowledge to predict, and helDs to fill this 
then nothing will science from having access, in pnmciple, 
of events. By such a distinction and for alternative, the 
Stoics would have groundwork for a pure Denyer-style defense that would ren-
der divination secure from scientific assaults (provided that the case is per
suasive). But Quintus' Book 1 discourse presents an ambivalent front on this very 
issue. 

A state is able to see what 
knows. most, of the soul's visions 
causes of future events, as does (cf. .60,63,66). 
idea with the notion that one's rational abilities are more 
a purer state. He even admits the existence of a rare class of individuals whose souls 
are so pure that they can future events on the basis from causes 
(1.111, cf. 125). Only the perfect that allows him to see all 
events as a result of knowing the causes of those events (1.127). But the Stoics do not 
demarcate areas of experience in which humans are unable in Drincinle to 
events by causes, and in which, therefore, for"knnw1"rlm" 

by divination. 

Cicero's rationalist attack on divination's scientific credentials is not hannless after 
all. Quintus' empiricist defense invites him to undermine the basis of belief 
in divination. To the extent that Cicero renders this basis insecure, divination loses 
respectability as a method of making decisions about the future, since even the Stoics 
will admit that there is no area of life in which a scientific approach may not, in 
ciple, discover the truth. 

L,IIUf\,Ul.-U 

The Poema de Fermin Gonzalez a in the 
medieval Spanish narrative. it recounts the feats of the father of Castilian 
pendence, and thus reflects material derived from its mester 
clerecfa metrical framework to an author from the learned class of 
Moreover, as PFG scholars have averred, the ultimate 
be so much the aggrandizement of the hero, as the pn)pcIgandizelne!nt 
of San Pedro de Arlanza to which the monk-poet belonged. 
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The 

Cocteau. 

to the way in which the poet resolves the pos-
from the tensions between these two, potentially diver-

an examination of the text, with attention to the Battle 
I haDe to show how the poet goes a narrative which 

true to the 

eXIJ\oited in modem times 
visual, and musical. In 

a place 01 partIcular pn:>mcim:nc:e, even dominance, in 
oeuvre. Two such cases are those of Rainer Maria Rilke and Jean 

'The first of Rilke' s works to rendition of 
ORPHEUS/ the frustrated return of from the underworld. It was 

EURYDIKEIHERMES. The title is identical with the 

oUllumg, numerous 
the three films Blood 

(1960). 

mythology, forming a 
strong identification of the much-abused homosexual poet, musician and 
lover. It is the of this paper to in which the Orphic poet 

also became enmeshed in Cocteau's The two Orpmc writ-
ers have some nersonal contacts and corresDondence the nature of their rela-

admiration for Cocteau and his 
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work, nevertheless, show indebtedness to reflected, 
for instance, in Cocteau' s Heurtibise who seems to combination of Rilke' s 
Hermes and the angels who are a recurrent feature of Rilke' s 
the most striking evidence for the Rilkean influence on Cocteau's re,'Vol'klllgs 

consists of the cinematic 
Rilke. In the film the 

(the Hermes form a tableau which, 
costume, coiffure and make-uD. forms a 

Cette presentation va tenter de la existentielle des personnages 
du roman Belle du Seigneur et comment a travers I'utilisation de les deux 
principaux personnages de humaine et reformulent les arche
types des cultures juives et occidentales. 

Ce roman publie en 1968 etre considere comme I' oeuvre maitresse d' Albert 
Cohen, ou il un nombre de personnages 
s'acheve la saga de son heros Solal. Ce texte, d'une 
les procedes d'ecriture que par la et de l'ame humaine, a toutes 
les de amoureuse. En effet, "l'herolsme ou "la 
prouesse divinisante" l'ultime tentative pour I'etre humain, de com-
prendre et son Dans moude ou l'existence de Dieu est com-

comme une creation la seule transcendance demeure I' amour; 
de l' autre, de sa conununaute. 

Mais cet amour entre un Israelite de Corfou et une Protestante suisse se 
construit sur des bases differentes. D'un cote Ie de Tristan et Iseut, 
de l' autre celui de Don Juan, de fonder I' amour dan 

et bibliaue. Ie lien amoureux fait 
heros. 

Belle du Seigneur est certes 1 'histoire d' un echec, mais c' ert aussi la formidable ten
tative de faire de cet heroisme desespere un Dari existentiel aui aura trantlgure les 
sonnages avant de les ramener 
l' etre humain. 

13 



J. Evans 

auegonca! dream-poem, Piers Plowman, 
modem scholars as a flawed or an 

Tmnr,,-t~rlt scholars such as C. S. Lewis, Derek Pearsall, and 
art as "sublime" in its mastery of the poten-

mediocre of alliterative verse to transcendent effect. 

as an evaluative draws on Romantic tradition; 
" discussed so much in relation to the f( om>1nt,,", 

the attention of feminist scholars. Patricia for 
or "conventional sublime" evident in 

or Wordsworth: "the sublime of one-to-one confrontation that 
the sudden or constrains." 

of vision-
pm,nClU1Pl"mp11T are snatched away or otherwise Anne K. Mellor shows 

writers of Gothic fiction, like fashion, also recOgll1Z,xl 

contrast, Mellor indicates female Romantic writers who 
PVhPMPnce in the sublime "an ecstatic .. 

female" --a domesticated 

such notions of the feminine sublime can do much to illuminate anoth
OUL'l1HHL y in Piers Plowman than that noted Lewis or Middleton. A brief 

:gest that the diction of some current laudato
gelloerea in ways at odds with LaulS,aH,", 

our 

Ridenour reminds us that it is, "after all, 
with love" (51). Romantic love a much more 

than the other Romantics, which 
set them in discussions about the 
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importance of the power of "love" as the visionary force of the Romantic poet is 
key link between them. Erotic love is a step toward the or which 
perhaps unorthodox in the Romantic context is firmly in the Platonic tradition 
would have absorbed at school. In Don Juan such love is envisioned in various forms: 
the low as with Donna Julia or Catherine the Great, or the exalted, as Haidee, but 
Don Juan's basic personal goodness creates, to one or another 
pole. The combination of sin and purity, when realized, contains oppo-
sition in a transcendent moment of synthesis. Byron's frequent use of erotic 
love is as effective a medium for discovering truths as 

love-the for the 
que:stJ(lllalble. Still, while 
honors unions or reunions 

protagonists of his later differ from the earlier heroes who 
The later hero, while still able to stand 

well under immense amounts no so alone nor as defiantlv. 
ex(;epltion of Marino Faliero, who goes down, like Manfred, 

lustihl~atl,on, the new heroes tend toward acceptance rather than defiance. 

The transcendental motifs Christian 
imagery. But again, it is version of 
Christianity here. To better it is necessary to show 
gression from Marino Faliero to The Two Foscari that illustrates this. The movement 
is toward a vision of universal love in terms of home, and country, 

life so as to make the cares of the world seem This 
phenomenon is complex, in that while the who embraces it seems to cast 
aside his home and family, he is oflove and therefore 
a higher morality. This compares to Jesus his followers to leave 
their families and follow him (Mark 10:24). to a the 
version of Christianity that is a call to integration of self and 
world, which is the call to love. Characters who do not 
the vagaries of temporal life. and isolate 
not accept love and are more or less alone. As I have oUiS5~'O'~'U 
Byron shows in the Promethean stance. Faliero stands alone 
because he was alone in life, but because in his mind his 

responsible for his actions. He dies alone, 
es, but more 
Whereas, in the final 
ities of anguish. 
self-abnegating, but 

As I have been 
faulty world strongly 
reliant in his theology, 
forces at work in the progresslCm 

of the other 
and 

In the course of the version of UmSUWlll) 

stronger strain of Neo-Platonism. This conclusion is 
the tragedies are flooded with water or watery substances. Furthermore, a similar con-
sequential force is in the desire to find some ~,'tQ,nh,,,ci,o" 
solace in woman; in these this is apparent in the many of lover or moth-
er or both. In The Two Foscari Venice becomes the ideal location for this as 

of Ocean" it may be both infinite woman and infinite water. 
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and sexual beauty are, if not 
jJIV"'~VIUM behaves, or more af.'IJ~Vf.'Ha,,,,~y 

sees his mate. This can be seen in the 
'''f''U'~''''Y and may be said to rep-

Mario Szichman is a novelist of the Jewish in 
Latin America. He is a humorist and a serious critic of societal corrup-

of his work have been studied critics such as Naomi Lindstrom, 
of visual arts such as painting and film on his work has been less 

influences on Szichman to be considered in this paper are the 
Paolo Uccello (1397-1475), the silent films of 

dO(;Urrlen1:ary film tradition. 

Szichman has noted the of the Italian Quattrocento to his work, 
irn""rl~n('e is on a somewhat different order than might be expected. He points out 

of the work of Uccello to comic art, establishing a rather unex-
culture connection as well as parodic treatment ~C1._; ~1... 

errantry in Uccello's rather odd battle scene. 

Charlie Chaplin and other comic actors have also influenced Szichman. Such influ-
ence can probably be seen in his A las 20:25, la senora entro en La inmor
talidad (1981), with its mock -epic treatment of the Chaolin-Allenesaue Pechof fam-
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ponents: 
ing 

Kil~gstonl'S three novels, The Woman Warrior (1975), China 
(1987), demonstrates 

computer-assIsted instruction (CAl) become increasin 
cOlno()sition classes. Recent in this area concentrates on three fields: 

uwmvmuuvu of either software or hardware for CAl (Bolter 1991; LeBlanc 1992, 
1993; Moran 1992; Smith 1991; Solomon 1986); CAl from instructor's per·· 
spective and other instructional issues (Barker 1990; Eldred 1989, 1991; 
Handa 1990; 1991; LeBlanc 1989, 1993; Monroe 1993); and how ESL students 

1987a,1987b; 
Brooks 1992; Strow 1987). However, in students as group, all 
these studies have overlooked one imoortant fact: i.e., students in most CAl compo-

come different cultural back-
(NNES's). 

. of students 
syrichrorlolllsl"y networked computer environment col-
and two factors: the freauencv of the students' responses and their 
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Specific:ally the of responses and choice 
beginning and at the 

1992, Michel Braudeau admitted 
II m°p'nerilie Duras' s novel of that year, Yann 

"H'~6Y~'.nv Duras add the name "Steiner" to that 
In so doing, I believe that 

even further the unclear boundaries between 
confusing Yann Adrea with several of the 

Of(lt;,gOllls'tS of her novelso The name "Steiner" or variations thereof appears in 
several Durassian texts: "Stein" in Detruire dit-elle, "Steiner," in the play Un Homme 
est venu me voir and in both texts entitled Aurelia Steinero It would seem that Duras 
has chosen this as the archtvnical Jewish nameo Thus by affixing this name to that of 

int!~rte~xtl!alitv between her own and 
as if she wished the of her love to become at the same time 

of the Jews in the Nazi death 
campso ecrit pour vous," Duras writes 

also be the "vous" in Aurelia Steiner Vancouver, and thus the 
Aurelia's desire? 

Moreover, this new patronym "Steiner" ties the entire text to the Jewish quesnon, 
HAU"6e,v,"'v Duras to establish still other intertextualitieso To her 

01_"_""'UW,VH about the story Jew 
Kats who entitled Outsideo Duras also takes 

from L 'Eli 80 that she wrote at the time 
now, this more recent work, the story of the young 

becomes that of two Jews, Jeanne and David, who speak of the atrocities per-
on the Naziso the name "Yann Andrea Steiner" serves 

as main thread of this text, a thread which weaves the personal history of Marguerite 
Duras and Yann Andrea into that of several of the Jewish Dfotal!onists we have encoun

within the Durassian corpuso 
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UUItUtU 

aul:obiog:ralJhy considered for decades to be fiction, has 
Louis Gates, and Barbara Whiteo 

aul:obiog,dJ:lhy is in definition, for it does not fit the 
formulas, and Wilson's work does not escape such discussion, 
hin,'Tr<mh", does not fit her but is considered aul:obio~:ral)hy 
criticism of the text thus faro 

examination of Our issues of silencing, language use, emloowermem 
llt(~raltUl1dVmlmg authentification of text, and audience become apparent 

m""',,,n<v of the North, but within her own tenus, to her own ends 
Ellison, a noted African-American critic, stat-

because one wishes to be read on one's own tenus", and to 
we can see that Wilson to make 
as well as a 

aut(lbio1gra]phy to 
res to allow herself the space she needed to tell her own story 0 

Wilson's Frado has few "sneakinl! narts, existinl! mostlv as the focus of 
(white) commentary and der 
ed the textual sanctioned of marks), she 
respoiudlngto her circumstances with a loud NO 0 , 0 a voice 

inhabitants house in which she was Wilson impleme:nt(~d 
when the events 

sexism, and that she wished to resist These are times 
ed to be heard, marks emohasizes 

giving the otherwise silenced a voice at 
the of the circumstance 

Most of WilsonlFrado's story !alees 
household that claimed abolitionist , 
homeo Frado's quarters were in a attic room, in the 
So, with much of the around the trauma beset Frado, where does 

liillgmlge come in? Frado is what makes the "Two 
she is 0 0 0 she is an essential cog in the 

indeed are two stories: hers and theirso WilsonIFrado consciously chose 



to of their white lives to be the center or hers. 
in, was a conscious move 

lived in the but she 
unuermmmg the DOwer of those in the 

Skin, White Masks, notes that colonized peo-
whose soul an has been created 

local itself face to faoe with the «U'"u<",,-,-, 

constantly deal with the contradictory of 
in their efforts to individual, cultural, and nation-

Rue"",,,,,,,. This contradiction invariablv manifests itself in a manichean dialectic of 
colonizer and the colonized. Such a dialectic 

mc'dc.~I,-""'rAnp·on discourse is colonial 
represent their text as a act. 

Salih's Season of MiJzration to the North. Written in the 
the 

response to the U;;;Htc'H1~ 
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Este trabajo intenta una interpretaci6n psicoanalftica de El Alhajadito, una de las 
novelas de Angel Asturias. Basandome en ideas de ""'r;"""'U 

Freud y Ana Freud, intentare dernOllstr:ar 
de sus fantasias, escapa a un mundo 

a reelaborar sus conflictos. 

Para analizar la obra se tendra en cuenta 1£1 divisi6n en tres partes que hace el autor. 
En dellibro el nino enfrenta su de y su ante 
la muerte; en segunda parte los problemas tfpieos de la adolescencia; yen la tercera 
parte usa mecanismos de defensa contra los tres tipos de angustia que exveriencia el 
yo: instintiva, y de conciencia. 

A traves de este analisis puede establecerse que el tema que sustenta ellibro es una 
bUsqueda personal. Por medio de los sueilos el Alhajadito elabora una realidad y 
puede, luego, vivir normalmente, una vez que los suenos han logrado su 

Dans La vie materielle (P.O.L., 1987) et Yann Andrea Steiner (P.O.L., 1992), 
Marguerite Duras se livre it une critique laconique mais cimdante de Roland Barthes. 
Barthes, decede en 1980, n'etait plus en mesure de lui r 

Afin de combler ce vide, je propose un entre les deux auteurs, 
construit it partir de 1£1 critique de Duras et dans \'oeuvre de 
Barthes. Le dialogue est imaginaire it plusieurs niveaux. il eu 
lieu. Et, quant au genre, il s'agit plutat d'un monologue de Duras de cita-
tions de Barthes. C' est un dialogue imagine par moi, la lectrice, ou j' arrive, avec I' aide 
de Duras, it faire sortir Barthes du silence qu'il a garde sur l'ecriture des femmes. On 
y trouve des dissonances, mais aussi des corresnondances nrofondes et npnL;<trp 

inavouables. 
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y a dans !'ecriture de Gabrielle 
de I' oeuvre, celle-ci devient de 

que l' avait concue 
les conIes et nouvelles de on se sent loin des realisme au de 
l' anticlericalisme des romans comme Honheur d'occasion au Alexandre Chenevert. 
Meme la verite trouvee dans La secrete, est ramenee 

pel:sO[lm~ne:s, dans les recits annees de l' auteur. 
apparente la sincerite emouvante d'une des nouvelles 

de "La Route d' Altamont," sont trompeuses. Car se trouve cette nouvelle, 
sous Ie voile de la et de la tentation irresistible de pour 

identite de l' auteur avec sa narratrice, une meditation soutenue sur 
nmfnnnp de I' ecriture. 

"La Route d' Altamont," oeuvre de fiction, mais a fortes tendances autobiogJ-aplliqlles, 
raconte la decision de Christine, la narratrice, de Ie Manitoba afin de se consacrer 
11 sa vocation d'ecrivain. Decision car a la de 
celie, dechirante, de 

elle n' avait 

a sa mere. Mais si 
vie est difficile a contourner, peut -on, 

Plus imoortant ouisoue l' auteur tente 
l;UUl;"PUUll de ne devrait-on pas 

quedese 
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Examinirlg the motivations behind 
the United States reveals that, although 

English the de jure official ""')',L"')'," 
of the motivation might be racial 

an unease within entire 
n;gawlllg language may its 

demographic profile of the United States, 
becoming perceptible to many. 

emerging redefinition of the ethnic "core" 
of the United States, a reirnaging S. Smith 
to as the nation's ethnie. Smith's concept and John A. concept 
of a nations are contrasted; it is argued that in the United States, its 
m}'tm'm()te~tr o"lt~nrp'o",-ih,.rI national agenda) has created a shifting of its ethnie (self-

latter. 

from what Smith classifies as a lateral ethnie to one which 
"h,r~"tF'ri7".1 as a vertical ethnie, the former more socially stratified than the 

of language in the United States provides an arena where tensions 
, regarding this renationalization can be played out without UlC,UHHl~ 

for attacks on minorities or recognized religions. DemographiC pro
predict that the renationalization will be successful, and that the United States 

will become more ethnically diverse by 2050. 

This year Louise Erdrich published the fourth in a series of novels that build on a 
common mythology. Love Medicine (1984), Beet Queen (1986), Tracks (1988), and 
now The Bingo Palace (1994), all contain a common coterie of characters, most of whom 
hale from the Turtle Mountain (Chippewa) Reservation in north central North Dakota. 
Since thevublication of Love Medicine, Erdrich has emerged as one of the nov-

her subsequent attempts are not as and perhaps not 
as artlstJcallv or sPlfItuallY as the first. 
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So what about the new novel? The main problem is the main character, Lipsha, also 
the protagonist of Love Medicine, who has the potential of becoming a modem Huck 
Finn. He is innocent, naive, lovable. His language is uniquely humorous. And he is 
involved in a special love relationship with Shawnee Ray Toose, a jingle-dress dancer. 
But the relationship tums "melodramatic" (Holmstrom) so that Lipsha emerges as a vir
tual "doophus" (Kirkus Reviews). Then Shawnee disappears, or goes to college, so the 
relationship is left "unfinished" (Ott). 

Another bothersome element is the theme of gambling itself, a theme centered on 
Lyman Lemartine, who runs the bingo palace and competes with Lipsha for Shawnee's 
love. As a social issue, gambling on the reservation has great potential, with roots in 
Chippewa but there is no insightful commentary on it in Bingo Palace. 
loses his money in Las Vagas and so "goes nowhere" (Skow), Lipsha wins a van but 
loses Shawnee, and then ErOOch, except for a chapter on Fleur' s O<"·HUUU,~, 
the subiect. Lvman, like Shawnee, departs from the narrative in a dance, and 

quest to discover-as he does in Love Medicine-his roots. 

This raises the question of style, something Erdrich experiments with in each novel. 
Bingo Palace begins as a love story, but then the tone changes as it moves off in dif
ferent directions (Wilson). Lipsha, after visiting Fleur, goes on a comical vision quest, 
where he sleeps with a skunk, Following this event, he goes to Fargo to discover in a 
mystical car chase both his father, Gerry, and dead-but-now-alive mother, June. The 
magical realism here is exciting, but stylistically and structurally disturbing, even 
"contrived" (Thornton), as Lipsha once again find himself through his family. 

What does tie the book together is the poetry. The image of a pipe surfaces in dif
ferent contexts related to Lipsha, Lyman and Aunt Zelda-a convincing though manip
ulative woman whose own love affair parallels Lipsha's, These two characters are 
also associated with the image of an eggshell-cave-womb where rebirth is primary. 
Another dominating symbol is the bird or eagle which binds Lipsha to his parents 
Gerry and June. It's the reader, however, who must make these poetic connections-a 
factor which makes ErOOch "elliptical and suggestive" (Kukatani) in ways that tran
scend any realistic plot. 

The ending of Bingo Palace is also suggestive, though many see it as another 
example of ErOOch's power (Hower). Flueur, half real and half-

seems to tie the story world but the connection is unclear. 
appears midway in perhaps a reference to 

or "the future," to win In the end she gives a "bear cough" that suppos-
edly brings the reader down to earth after that magical family flight. Some say the end
ing itself is unresolved, suggesting another novel to be called Tales of Burning Love 
(Donahue). At any rate, like other elements in the novel, it is illusive and unsatisfying. 

Louise Erdrich's final novel, in terms of completing her mythical tetrology as 
promised, is itselflike a bingo game that doesn't quite make it. She has many chips on 
her "card": a potential Huck Finn who fizzles, an intriguing love affair which simply 
poufs, a buming social issue that stalls, a captivating plot that suddenly changes direc
tions and styles, poetic moments that leave us at best mystified, and an ending that is 
open-ended. Hence, it is difficult to call Bingo Palace "a winner." In ways it fills in the 
myth, but in itself it "fails to cohere" (Publishers Weekly). It has some wondelful, 

poetic moments that may move the reader, but as a whole there is no "bingo" 
this time. 
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A ""it1PQnlrp~cJ 

new 
course. 

The concern 
and level. 

students engage theoretical texts written over last 2,500 years, 
. the students are evaluated on the of their written work. Class sizes of 

65 students at the level, a slgmtlcallt 
the lack in the minutiae 

nmfp«m who sees the need helD students 
ical 
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how 

in The and Death oJ ;socrates; an 
Eldon Soifer (ed.), Ethical Issues: 
handouts, such as "Notes on Ethics" 

W. Heffernan and John E. Lincoln, 
generated one set 

asslgnlme:nts are set 

TABLE 1 

Basic Course ASSlJllDtions 

"~~UHljJUUU~ about ethics: the two levels 

issues, arguments and 
reasons and evidence for claims 

and in constructive 
rhetoric 

social, ('-()Orllt1uA 

rhetorical competence with the 
of texts 

TABLE 2 

1. The objective: phnm;ophlcal 
2. The content: course texts 
3. Classroom climate and ,tr~tp"ipc' 
4. The 
5. 

3 

1. Personal phillos:ophlcal 
2. Portfolio 

a memorable line from a reading 
Ul""I-'H<1', the main idea of a 

ideas from two 

and 

... ~. J ~, ... ,., one from the of another 
De:terldlflg a proposition 

of 

Written moral debate (group and individual components) 
3. Extended essays: personal and philosophical reflections on the Good 

Life ,md an in-deoth research paper on a contentious moral issue. 

mp,lenl1erltation of the curriculum to a great extent, on the 
WA[li:UIUII and interaction of students. Both climate and 

to facilitate the learning process. First, we tried to establish a friend-
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ly, socially interactive connnunity, as we leamed the names of the students quickly, and 
they, in turn, leamed the names of their peers. Teaching strategies included mini-lec
tures, whole class discussions, group work, detailed study guides, and reports from group 
leaders. Films and videos contributed to a multi-sensory approach to teaching. Students 
established social networks which not only helped them to negotiate the course con
tent, but were invaluable, since we approached as a collaborative activity. But 
what did the interdisciplinary experiment really mean to the students? The 
brief excerpts provide some answers. 

1. "The strengths of the course are that we are being taught to write - to 
comunicate. If philosophy is to be a dialogue, then to leam how to com
municate in any way would be to continue to leam to write." 

2. "This course makes rhetoric more because it is tied with 

3. "The of having two professors us is something I've 
always dreamed of in a class. My mind can run free with thoughts and 
ideas, as well as get my doubts answered. I can actually express myself 
and not be afraid to speak or converse with strangers or be ashamed of 
letting someone read my writings. I appreciate the unity of this class in 
helping each other leam and/or better our skills. 

Throughout the we invited students to critique the course at regular inter-
vals and suggest improvements. In addition we carefully assessed the strengths and weak
nesses of the course from our perspective as instructors. These insights helped us to devise 
and imolement a revised curriculum in the second year. 

Theodore Messenger 

In his Against the Schoolmasters, Sextus Empiricus A.D.) summarizes an 
otherwise lost treatise by the Sophist Gorgias of Leontini (c. 485-375 B.C.). The name 
of the treatise was On the Nonexistent or On Nature; and in it, to Sextus, the 
author claimed to prove three theses: Nothing exists. diel exist we could not 
know it. If anything existed and were known, we could not 

Various questions might be raised about Gorgias's three claims. The question, 
"Was he right?" may be mentioned here, but will not be But a differ
ent question seems well worth further consideration: What motivated Gorgias to write 
this treatise, if, indeed, he actually wrote it? 

This question, I think, can be answered; but to do so reference must be made to three 
of Gorgias's preelecessors-Xenophanes of Colophon (c. S70-c. 475 B.C.), Parmenides 
of Elea (b. 510 B.C.), and Protagoras of Abdera (b. 485 B.C.). 

Xt:noph<ant:s is well remembered for his rejection of anthropomorphic poly the-
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if one chanced to say the truth, yet oneself knows it not." Still, 
men find out better in time." 

Parmenieles' is more elaborate. Accoramg 
in "The of Truth," we must choose between 
that Nothing real. The former is the 
to say real "is not and needs must not be," is unthinkable and unutterable, 
"for the same can be can be." The claim is reiterateel: "That which can 
be sDoken and thom!ht needs must be." (Fr. 6) 

between two states of affairs-{)ue 
necessary, the other one thinkable, the other unthinkable; one articulable, 
the other inarticulable. The leaves no as to which set of alternatives she 
wants Parmenides to choose. 

This us to Pf()taj;or:as 
there are two arguments opposeu. 
weaker argument the stronger." 

accommg to Aristotle, held that "on 
alludes to his strategy 

Each of these think, can be found in the works of 
Encomium are weak 
arguments. As for On Nonexistence or On Nature, I view it as 
vide the arguments to Parrnenieles three theses. The 
was his attempt successful? 

On one level, seems stronger than that of Parmenides. The lat-
ter's claims are axioms which somewhat bleak But 
each axiom's is At another level, 
Parmenides would seem to have the from his axioms that 
change are and written words must be con-
sidered unreal, which seem to Parmenides and Gorgias into agreement 
to the of communication. But Parmenides' 

""""~U""5 to which PaJUlenides has had the 
his system a form 

to resort. 

In summary, then, we have, on the one hanel, Parmenides, the of West em 
Iauonalism, to his views prt~seme:a 

ne;~al1ne<ers who my the other 
nn,h<>nlv written his treatise, like Encomium 
He has thus orovided us with the spectacle of one 

that communication is 
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Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's book, The Epistemology of the Closet (1990), begins with 
a set of axioms about anti-homophobic consciousness that includes the statement that 
"the relation of gay studies to debates on the canon is ... torturous" (48). She 
considers and the denial techniques of heterocentric critics who seek to inval
idate as well as marginalize concerns in an effort to maintain the master-canon. 

heltenxentrlc response to gay literature as a power 
"U'~'VH'Y over the canon. She describes this set of 

gnlIJ1lma[" in which the 
is the phrase, "Don't ask; You shouldn't know" (53). 

Andre Gide's The Counterfeiters (Pa:ris, 1926) and John Reid's The Best Little 
Boy in the World (New York, 1973) are two novels that illustrate the effects of this "core 
grammar" of homophobia inside the gay community. They represent the gayexperi
ence of self and isolation from the larger society during widely different times. Edouard 
experiences himself in The Counterfeiters as a successful writer, socially adept, and yet 
he finds his status problematical because of his implied John Reid, the 
narrator of The Best Little Boy in the World centers his consciousness on the problematic 
of being gay, denying himself as a person by rebelliously challenging gay conventions 
of behavior. The distribution of gays in the population is a difficulty for both charac
ters inasmuch as both feel a profound sense of isolation from any community as well 
as a sense of standing out from the larger community (difference) in which live. 

The social condition of both Edouard in The Counterfeiters and the narrator of 
The Best Little Boy in the World is one of self-aware exile from the larger world ofhet
erosexuals as well as self-imposed exile from the gay cOlmnmrtity ni<nPT<pn 

like a dia<;pora based on sexual orientation. Edouard seems to move con-
the larger society, but not without caution. Reid dwells in an atmo-

of neurotic analysis where he dare not take a step 
secret. When, at last, he cultivates gay friends, his judgment 

cunllllUHUY in which they can find no proper 
unable to enter into conscious selt~3lccleptaillce 

diaspora. Both are with fear as 
abyss (aporia) of the dark force of the ~''''M'''''6 
experience(s) of their circumstances. 
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BECKETT'S 

VI 1"''''''''''1"\ J of North LoPU'~LnU 

Beckett's Waiting for Gadot has lodged itself in the literary canon of existential
ism. The play's sparse dialogue juxtaposed with a barren set and apparent lack 
progression immediately conjures up a view of a meaningless, hopeless world. 
characteristics in combination with the play's legacy as a theatre of the absurd mani-
festo often channel its in telTIlS of abstract experimentation. Yet, the sim-

fact that it's an evocative dramatic presentation seems to demand that we 
decipher its elusive nature. We can do this by immediately trying to address those 
elements that tell us we are in fact experiencing a play when we study Waitingfor Gadot. 
As a text, it obviously contains what we would expect from drama: stage settings and 
directions (as minimal as are), straight dialogue without narrative exposition, and 
divisions into acts. However, these elements do not guarantee a "complete" structure. 
A literary work most moves us when we feel that we have experienced 
some sort of transfolTIlation as a result of its presentation. This usually requires the con
vention of denouement, conflict, and resolution-things which are not immediately 
apparent in Waiting for Godot. If these conventions could be discovered within a work 
which on its surface seemingly lacks them, perhaps an audience could more comfort
ably come to telTIlS with the abstraction of elusiveness of clear meaning. 

Thus by aesthetically character interaction, motives for their behavior, snip" 
pets of dialogue, and specific authorial and word choices, this paper hopefully 
reveals that, after all, Beckett's great existential nightmare contains what we could 
safely address as "conflict" and "denouement" (although not in the most commonly 
expected ways). The paper suggests that these conventions mainly exist silently and inter
nally within the characters as individuals and not necessarily as a result of their shar-

in one another's lives-an odd characteristic for a stage production, a spectacle. This, 
in essence, is the existential dilemma: What do we mean to each other than our world? 
How is this defined and enacted? 

IRIGARAY: 
QUI SAUTE AUX YEUX 

Catherine Phillips 
University of Manitoba 

La litterature et la litteraire feministes manifestent frequemment une atten-
tion soutenue a l' emploi la langue, car celle-ci encode, a travers fonme et contenu, 
denotation et connotation, les valeurs de la societe ou elle est employee. Eclairer les sous-
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entencus et les aui se oeroetuent dans Ie 
etape capitale de l' evolution linj,ui:,t1Qlue 
Ie cache et se compare 

aient souvent ete cons;ues comme des discours "<>tri,,,'''''' 

Par dans de l'autre femme. Luce 
iste frans;aise, la theorie nc"'C'h,,,,,, 

contester les sous-entendus enchasses dans 
it la litterature, Les mots pour Ie dire, roman autotlio:gralPhimle 

une qui commence par la maladie 
une critiaue globale des normes n~tn"rC'~lp, 

sautent aux yeux 
l' ecart sysrerrlatil~ue 

cache et des sous-entendus 
m<ljUS\;UJes marque les etaDes maieures de la 

et, chez lrigaray, 
inine, celle-ci etant cons;ue it 
de la sexualite masculine. 

En outre, Cardinal et de la 
connotation, ne servent pas uniformement ce but. Dans 
par mettent en lumiere les connotations dero~~atl)in~s 
taines toumures et expressions, notamment <<incasable». 
ce signe de sentir la distinction entre l' "envie," 
nine, et Ie "desir," chez Freud. 

lrigaray excelle a rendre bizarre Ie 
qui aident a insister et sur des supposlUons 

les des termes avec des 
ture et les composantes un aspect particulierement important 
feministe des langues, teUes que 

luestionner, et 
I' enfreindre les normes llugUlSUljue, 

offrirait a chacun et a chacune la 
nersnective dans tous 

chez ces deux ecrivaines sert ,,,lmi,,,,,,,,I'''TIw",' 

Fundamental to is semantics, no need for a formal a pI10n syn-
tax. What constitutes a is a and names which con-
stitute the forms of consciousness. To be is to be aware of something as a 
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named simple or meaningful complex. Whether consciousness names or means is a func-
tion of understanding experience as a single or a group of thin<N A n"thino 

at least conceptually infinitely divisible, it can understood as 
of things or a single Considered as a set, it is meamng; 

Meaningful complexes are composed of 
constituting logic. Logic is ways of ulll:1er'Sranol111g "laUU'l~Hll-'~ immedi-

Meaning can be at a moment and 

phenomena of a certain sort vrnmeU1<uel) 

understood. All 

L"u",ua",,,, is an instance 
this way. Rather than conl1pn,helldirlg e),perierlces 
pn:~he]l1C!e~din the same way. 

into experience by rules defining how 
and complexes) are to be 

atten-

cOllceptiC)D is determined in 
eXjJel1lences are com

COJ1Su,tellcy in orderto facilitate 
tunCl1()mrlg in life. With set members language is symbolic 
an instance the whole. This is synecdoche where every member is a sign 
of all by analogical extension. Of course an instance may not be immediately available 
to represent a class, which can be dealt with by a more easily elicited artificial 
such as a definition or description. a mental image, or an abstract sign. 

lVl""lHU", III language is constructed in a process of reductive 
Distinguished is something common to all of the classes in which it is to be understood 
as a whole. This is what constitutes a Basic here is separate sets having the same 
member. Different sets can have a mutual member without all members being the 
same because constituents of each set are understood differently. Something can be a 
member of different sets by considering different characteristics. Sets are linked in 
this instance where there are common members, conjunction occurring when the same 
thing is understood to have both characteristics. What is shared in this procedure con
stitutes the subject. Those sets in which it is shared constitute the predicate. Meaning 
of the construct is location of the in the predicate sets, understanding something 
in diverse conditions at the same time. 

Determination of an encompassing set requires contiguous sequencing of con
junctive sets. Constituted is a sentence that is a Boolean series identifying meaning by 
a sequence sets narrowing the range of the com-
posite membership. Each set or share members with the subset 
constituted by the set element in a continuous 
process of refinement. 

Conjunction is understandable as the basis of all syntax in this way, commonality 
in the sets whether in whole or in part. Either these sets must share 
common members or be members of a common set. Unrelated they are incoherent or 
incomprehensible, meaningless because they do not go together. Syntax is determined 
by the sequence in which sets are joined. As components of an encompassing set it makes 
no difference in what order they are considered, whether this and that or that and this. 
But sharing common members it does, different elements being in common in differ
ent sequences. That sequence necessary to express a particular meaning determines the 
syntax of the expression. Language is not constituted by structural rules governing 
the use of symbols. It is a collection of basic meanings which can be joined bv com
monalities to form new meanings. 
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This is as true of more complex constructions such as a paragraph or section or chap
ter or book as it is of a sentence. Each sentence or larger construction constitutes a mean
ing linked by internal conjunction to contiguous constructions. What is linking is a mutu
al subject, an instance common to all elements. Different themes with different subjects 
are possible of course. Sense can be made of these linking passages 
ly or explicitly co~oining the themes. Either an characteristics of all sub-
jects can be identified or subjects can be expressly indicated to be understood togeth
er. In either case different subjects are identified as sub-sets of a common subject. 

In "Harriet Jacobs and Molly Horniblow: Self-Reliant Black Women Ancestors," 
I argue that Harriet Jacobs and her grandmother, Horniblow, exhibit the 
ity of self-reliance even though they also gain strength from the black in 
the typical African-American tradition. Moreover, I argue that these two sources of 
strength are not mutually exclusive, but complementary to one another. 

One of the tenets of American literature and in the American mythos is the idea of 
self-reliance. Unfortunately, the ideals of self-reliance usually have been applied to men, 
not to women. As keepers of home and hearth, women did not have methods of flam
boyantly demonstrating their own self-reliance. However, I would argue that American 
women were really as self-reliant as men. They had to be to survive the HillU>l.IlI-" 

the New World, and that tradition has not changed. Two American women 
nineteenth century who do rather flamboyantly flaunt their self-reliance are Harriet Jacobs 
and her grandmother, Molly Homiblow. 

That Harriet Jacobs must use her to to freedom 
is certainly not indicative that she is not self-reliant. criteria are 
that she does what she knows she must do in order to save herself-and, more 
tautly, her children-from the slavery that is destroying their lives. It is this ability as well 
as her motivation to achieve her goals that allows her to escaoe from the South and free 
herself and her children. 

Harriet Jacobs develops her self-reliance because of the strength of her communi
ty' and in particular, the strength of her ancestors. Jacobs takes from her ancestors 
what is needed to approach every situation in the best possible way. In so doing and 
in writing her autobiography, she makes herself, as well as her grandmother, ancestors 
who serve as exemplary models for the generations of African-Americans that come 
after them. 
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As the debate about pre-school education (Montessory-Froebel, etc.) continues at 
levels, recent research concerning the "Kindergarten" training of the two 

renowned Modem Architects, Wright and Le Corbusier, both trained under Pestalozzi
nrr\OT~,rnO erriph.asizes the value for an advanced pre-school education. Forebel's 

way of Creative Play" vs. recent computer programs is sum-

Friedrich Froebel \ I / Kl-l ~)2), a Lierman pastor's son, studied science 
and arts before architecture and teaching design. romantic-holis-
tic philosophy by Pestalozzi in Switzerland, he opened the first 
Kindergarten in 1840, a program soon to be adopted in Europe, USA (Watertown, Wisc., 
1856) and Canada. John American Pragmatism " ... the great-
est single stroke in educational theory ... ", speedy adoption in USA, 
1856/80 and in Canada, 1870/1900, (Ontario 1870/80), Manitoba 1892. 

Just as Pestalozzi's program reflected an increasingly liberal society, Froebel's 
concept integrated humanities, arts and sciences, with a particular focus on architec
ture. Influenced also by theories of the French-Revolution-Architecture, Froebel 
opposed the historical styles in favour of science, math, and geometry-related toys 
(cube, sphere, piramid) as influence on the new architecture. And as Durand 
taught architectural design on grid pattems Froebel' s Kindergarten program 
included the "playing" of house, bam, school, church, town hall, and city park, by arrang
ing cubes, squares, as volumes and spaces on checkered tabletops. A wide 
<nPdrmn of structures ranging from functional to universal and beauty-oriented play 

games, related to music, dance, in-and-outdoors, with sub-
sequent influence also on Wright, Le Corbusier and the Modem 
Movement in art, architecture, and industrial 

F. L. recalled years of his minister-father's piano lessons with Bach and 
Beethoven, as well as exhaustingly his father's organ bellows, "with streams 
of music the church up to walls, and stained glass windows." It was an 
acoustical-visual-tactile experience, as his father had also taught him to a 
symphony as architectural design, a training soon to be followed-up by mother's 
inspiring Kindergarten of 1876/9. 

"MY MOTHER, FREDERICK FROEBEL, ADLER & SULLIVAN" (Wright's 
early employers) WERE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE OF MY LIFE." 
Wright gave Froebel his life-long credit, " ... with the white maple blocks in my fin
gers up to this very day," he recalled his visual-tactile experience as "Form became 
Feeling" while his creative mind arranged blocks on his gridded table tops. 

After years of farm life as a boy and young man in his uncle's bank bams in the 
hills of Wisconsin, imaginative "breaking the box" 

bams occured soon by replacement with his own design for the aunts' 
School" and Kindenrarten, in their Welsh-Unitarian "Valley of the God 

box"; just as Froebel' s games proceeded from cube and square 
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to "wing spread" patterns, his flexible Plan," 
spacing of bams and stables: a celebrated concept of 

Architecture, Taliesin, Prairie and Natural House." 

"THE IDEA OF ORGANIC ARCHITECTURE, THAT THE REALITY OF THE 
BUILDING LIES IN THE SPACE WITHIN TO BE LIVE-IN ... CAME TO ME 
NATURALLY FROM MY UNITARIAN ANCESTRY .. AND THE FROEBE
LIAN KINDERGARTEN ... ". While Kenneth Rr~ITlnt"n 
refers to Edenic culture and 

time." 

and 

the natural economy, the warp 

apJ)re!rlti(;e worked on model studies for Sullivan's Architectural 
It,;ilIJUUJlillt;U his rather related childhood games. As an experienced 

"U' .... ""m. Gardens" 
and circle had leamed to 

There is little debate about where the computer may 
al grids (of Froebel, or Le Corbusier's MODULOR), or how the computer 
may also block an imaginative-creative process. sensitive as "Form 
became Feeling" fused his wide spectrum of rational, measurable and anthroDometric
stmctural components of volume, space and time. With Bach's "Well 
Clavier" or Beethoven's "Ninth" also envisioned as architectural 
" ... I have been a musician as well .... " 

The Swiss-French architect LeCorbuiser (1887-1965) is at this point 
interest. Before art school he was enrolled in Froebel's program of Neuchatel, Switzerland 
(189115), where he experienced Froebe!' s creative play with toys, cubes, and 
patterns on gridded table tops (compare with this "Modulor"). He recalls, "La 
tion ... est une forme seconde de la vue," i.e. "the sense of touch as a second 

(andlor) vision," be compared with Wright's "form became 
es were recalled by them as artistic Kindenzarten eXDerience 
evoking speech, poetry, song and 

Le Corbusier's "Modulor" and "Tartan Grids" Froebe!' s con-
cept of integrated BEAUlY (proportion/expression), UNIVERSALITY 
etry) and USEFULNESS (human dim.lconstr.). With their elements syn
chronizable by computer, its keyboard experience, however, will be hard pressed to 
replace Palladio's, Rodin's or Wright's experience of space and structure. Le Corbusier's 
architectural sculpture would likewise be impossible in the sense of "LA P ALP A
TION QUI EST UNE FORME SECONDE DE LA VUE". 

As the computer internationally enters the Kindergarten under concepts like 
"Education by way of creative play" (!?), the heritage of the two internationally famous 
Architects and their influence from Europe to USA and Canada may serve for advice. 
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Alexandre Chenevert 1979) est la preuve d'une excellence atteinte une fois 
dans la vie d'une ecrivaine. C'etait l'auteur eUe-meme qui avait dit qU'elle etait la 
moins fiicMe de I' avoir ecrit Loin de rompre avec de la production lit-
teraire anterieure de Gabrielle cette oeuvre paJradloxale 
Ie a narrateur exteme. Elle se 
mlpnoouClt"Cln.' concernant I'existence humaine, sur Ie meme 
temite universelles, sur a un monde meilleur, a un monde 

Gabrielle son magnum opus les memes de I' exis-
tence humaine que dans son mais d'une maniere Dans son 
premier roman «miroir» miserabiliste, toutes les composantes du texte tendent a 
representer une realite urbaine et On ne tres peu de ten
sion dans Ie rapport que Ie textc entretient avec la realite <<refleree» (Dillienbach, 1977). 

Dans Alexandre Chenevert, c' est Gabrielle 
remet en question Ie code narratif de 
d'occasion. Elle se sert des elements de 
du texte, afin de nous montrer que texte ai' avance, 
de sa propre realite. En effet, il ne pas tant dans Alexandre la crea-
tion de l'illusion d'une realite que de l' exploitation des elements de l'histoire 
pour bloquer ceUe reference initiale la realite, pour poser <<11 l'interieur du texte Ie 
nrl)hl,f'mp meme de son fonctionnement» (Van Rossum-Guyon, 1972: 415). En 
verite, ce n' est pas l' anecdote dans ce roman reflechi et < <existential-
iste». L'histoire tragique ce 
tative d'un assez grand nombre de personnes. Ce son caractere de certitude, 
sa tranquillite et son innocence A l' oppose de Bonheur 
d'occasion, la romanciere renonce roman protestataire a accrediter 
l'idee d'une plenitude du sens et d'une totalisante du monde. EIle n'hesite 

pv;nl"rMinn les elements de la reIJre:,enlta-
a Ie texte comme 

Gabrielle se sert de cette meme de ce meme effacement 
des frontieres entre Ie discours du narrateur et du personnage, de cette meme 
equivocite d'accents, dans !a du discours socioculturel eire. Sa tech
nique de dedoublement du discours citationnel consiste soit a agglutiner Ie discours du 
narrateur a la parole des autres, soit a substituer son discours a celui d' un sujet anonyme 
indetemline, soit a Ie discours de l' autre par l' emploi des points de sus
pension. Se servant des valeurs poeticonarratives des points suspensifs, I' auteur recule 
devant la formulation de la fin d' un message. Elle invite ainsi Ie lecteur a interpreter 
correctement son code polysemique et indetermine, a poursuivre une reflexion, a 
examiner ses propres conceptions du monde. 

La technique et subversive de Gabrielle Roy vise la transgression de 
'homologation des valeurs institutionalisees, soit esthetiques, soit ideologiques. Etant 

de nature intertextuelle, eUe presuppose la coexistence de deux formes, de deux voix 
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incongrues, a I'interieur d'un meme texte. Tout en faisant appel a la repetition, a la con
tradiction et a la difference, ce procede de distanciation et de transgression souligne la 
dichotomie ressentie entre la forme et son contenu. Le parodie est donc un autre texte, 
un autre code. 

Pour resumer, on pourrait dire que Ie magnum opus de Gabrielle Roy est autre 
chose que son histoire meme. Il est a la fois signe d'une histoire tragique et resistance 
a cette histoire, un acte de protestation contre Ie < <terrorisme> > du code monosemique 
et coercitif de tout Jangage autoritaire. Son operation contestatrice s' effectue a l'inrerieur 
d'un discours dedouble, polycontextuel et polyphonique ou l'acte locutoire se mani
feste deux fois, une premiere fois, dans l' enonce mimetique argumentatif du discours 
social cite et, une seconde fois, dans Ie fonctionnement de l' enonce de son enonciation 
narrative. Ces deux valeurs argumentatives, c'est-a-dire ce que dit !'enonce de son 
enonciation et ce que cette derniere dit d' elle-meme, se contestent et se contredisent. 
Il y a alors paradoxe argurnentatif entre Ie reel ideologique et Ie reel semiologique. 
L' enonce commente constamment sur Ie mode representationnel. n se presente comme 
un argument en faveur du recit, alors que I' enonciation se commente comme un argu
ment en faveur du nomecit. Incontestablement, il s'agit dans ce grand roman socio-real
iste et existentialiste d'un travail de desemiotisation et de resemiotisation. Ce travail con
testataire et subversif aboutit a une relativisation due sens initial, a un depassement de 
l'«histoire» d'Alexandre par une hybridation des structures discursives doni la 
fonction principale est l' exploration du sens et de I' existence. Cette recherche du sens 
se deroule dans la zone ambigue, problematique et precaire des silences, des reflexions 
et des interrogations. Privant Ie langage ordinaire de son role instrumental, la roman
ciere instaure un espace apparemment neutre entre les formules socio-culturelles 
sterotypees et leur sens, un decalage au apparait une mutation entre Ie sens nomme et 
Ie sens suggere du deja represente, ecart qui empeche l'identification directe du lecteur 
avec la realite foncierement tragique du monde kafkaesque d' Alexandre. Loin de se con
tenter de mimer la dimension referentielle du texte, Ie mimetisme graphique d' Alexandre 
Chenevert devient un supplement du texte, dedoublant ainsi son processus de pro
duction, de structuration et d'actualisation. Tout en se repliant sur lui-meme, Ie texte 
met en cause I' illusion de sa referentialire. Que la mise en abyme concerne 
la fiction, la narration ou l' ecriture, Ie lecteur est amene a mettre en cause Ie statut de 
tout ce qui se fait passer pour Ie «reel». En se demasquant pour ce 
a-dire un artefact humain, Ie texte plurlcodique d'Alexandre Chenevert 
realite qui compte en litterature, celle du langage, y ses ,·~'-.~r,itP;.,,< 

trices ses limites mimetiques. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE, SYMBOLISM, 
AND POWER SUSAN POWER'S 

GRASS DANCER 

Ines Senna Shaw 
North Dakota State University 

TIlls paper consists of an analysis of how the linguistic exchanges of some characters 
in Susan Power's novel The Grass Dancer, such as Anna Thunder and Herod Small 
War, both express power and reproduce ascribed power. One aspect of sym
bolic power is authorized language, which "concentrates within it the accumulated 
symbolic capital of the group which has delegated him [or her, an individual) and of 
which he [or she] is the authorized representative" (Bourdieu, 111). Power and 
language are intertwined; the act of calling out a name, such as "Bernadine" by Anna 
Thunder, who is an authorized agent, has the effect of drawing that individual to her. 
However, in the linguistic between Bernadine Blue Kettle (Dina) and Anna 
Thunder, the complexity of the notion of power is revealed: 

"Could she [Cuwignaka Duta or Red Dress) really control people?," asks Dina. 

"That's what they say. But it do her any good. She spelled one too many, and 
he killed her," responds Anna. 

The analysis draws from the theoretical framework that Pierre Bourdieu devel-
oped and that he calls theory Although some areas of linguistics (such as 
speech act theory), literary sociology and sociolinguistics have 
produced theories and 

what is missing from such is an account of the concrete, compli-
cated ways in which and products are caught up in, and 
moulded by, the forms of power and inequality which are pervasive features 
of societies as they exist. (Bourdieu, 2) 

Bourdieu's theory draws from the of formal theory and the analytical 
attention to formal and discrete elements and takes into account that language is "the 
product of a complex set of social, historical and political conditions" (5). It does not 
disregard the social conditions which shape the use of language and under which lin
guistic expressions occur. Moreover, all indviduals acquire dispositions in the pro
cess of acquiring language because this acquisition occurs in particular contexts (or "mar
kets"; e.g., school, playground). Both the acquired linguistic knowledge and practices 
and the antecipation of how the linguistic product will be received in other contexts are 
governed by such dispositions. For example, bodily hexis, is a "permanent disposition, 
a durable way of ... speaking ... a way offeeling and thinking" (13). As Anna 
Thunder calls out to Bernadine, her "head buzzed with her name, the syllables filled . 
. . [her) throat. .. [her) teeth clicked her name" (Power 214). 

Because the linguistic exchanges are historically grounded (the stories of the char
acters' lives are set in different time periods, ranging from mid 19th century to recent 
decades), the analysis will also be situated historically. The availability of revised, 
multicultural histories, such as that of Ronal Takaki (A Different Mirror: A History of 
Multicultural America), which include details of the personal lives from which the 
history is constituted, help situate language in a politico-cultural milieu where the 
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hegemonic views of the social structure in which the characters' lives are inserted are 
not prevalent. Thus, the political question, "What shall we do with the Indians?," 
posed in 1867 by someone who wrote for The Nation (Takaki, 101), synthesizing the 
expansion of railroads and the concomittant incursion of non-Indians in Indian land, 
interacts closely with the personal reflective statement, "I am at war," by nineteenth cen-
tury Cuwignaka Duta (or Red Dress). It is a war with those outside one-
self and one within oneself, for a social as having land, propertied for 
non-Indians, non-propertied for Indians), and for a personal profit (freedom, cultural 
integrity), a complex state of affairs understood Cuwignaka Dum, who knew that 
"it [the statement] was more complicated than that"; she "was also at war with" her
self (Power, 244). 

Scotia 

In this paper I look at the ways in which ideology comes into play in the short. sto
ries of Jacques Ferron, (Quebec Author, 1921-1985, Governor General Award Winner). 
I likewise refer my discussion to the essays he wrote in a book called Du fond de man 
arriere cuisine (1973). The discussion centers around the fundamental of the 
Quebec 1960' s: nationalism, a kind of populism, and an aesthetic ba~ed on 
liberation of the self. 

However, such a study must not reduce Ferron to a pnJp<igandiist 
"a these," but rather take account of his artistic as 
teller. Furthermore, even his political thought often contained 

from the fashionable is 
by his of the Parti Rhinoceros. 

Still, it is in the form of short story which Ferron adopted that we find the most coher
ent political message. There is an ideological stance, of which Ferron himself was 
acutely aware, in the notion of "conte"-"short story," but also "folk tale." 
culture has often felt the threat of extinction-particularly through isolation as a result 
of spoken "joual" and a status in predominately English speaking North 
America. "Le pays sans nos contes retourne a la confusion," he writes in "Martine". 
With Quebec seeking a new international legitimacy as a culture, Ferron's folk tale is 
the site where oral tradition meets legitimate, durable literary tradition. Through his writ
ing Ferron hopes to redeem Quebec's past and help it forge a place in a literary future. 
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FAULTY.&.P ... ,.... ....... 
Steele 

University of Manitoba 

In this paper, I discuss various examples of detective fiction-as wide ranging as Heart 
of Darkness, Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy and The Bottomliners-under the aspect of the 
faulty investigator. 

Detective fiction is like ne,.",h"~'1~ ],ue Ideally the detective/analyst presses back 
laUH-llne sprang open. From a new beginning he pro

on the basis of secrets revealed. It may be impor-
in time to the moment when 
ceeds to reconstruct the new 
tant for the subject to 
the consequences. 

the truth at last. then be free to accept 

The himself be faulted. Not necessarily, of course. Crime fic-
tion is full of perfect PI's. In the hands of the better sort of writer, they have human foibles 
(drinking and smoking too much, with alienation, isolated from others by the 
horrors they have seen). Conrad's Marlow the archetype of these, forever a wisdom-
shriveled outcast on seas after his freshwater voyage to the Heart of 
Darkness. A younger Marlow Secret Sharer") has an intuition of this existential 
condition when he describes the calm sea at night where life is a will o'the wisp, a 
momentary phosphorescence. 

There is a school of crime fiction-often produced by women (such as Agatha 
Christie) where the story is a "whodunnit" to be solved by the eccentric but 
essentially faultless detective. Thesc tales are as interesting as puzzles may be to those 
who like to solve puzzles. 

But there is an opposing school where the interest lies in the personality of the 
detective and the perpetrator if any. Even the crime itself may be of no importance. 
Sometimes the dick denies his faultiness (Parker's Spenser would be a good example 
of this), but these types are of little interest. Courage is a quality that 
the dick must sometimes demonstrate (as with Dick Francis's modest heroes who 
always endure a severe beating before discovering a clever means to fit the punishment 
to the crime). 

The tone may be satirical in L. A. Morse's send-ups of the hardboiled LA school 
(e.g., The Old Duck, Sleaze, and The Enchalada in which the italicized passages 
of truly sleazy pulp fiction are over not to pornography ("and then he/she ripped 
hislher bodice ... ") but to the sensuous consumption of highly spiced foods. Hot stuff, 
indeed! 
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(f) 
ELEMENTS IN ru2J.lLU," 

WESTLAND NOVELS 
Sherry Stoskopj 

Minot State University 

Katharine Kerr' s Westland novels, like most fantasy novels, utilize a medieval 
setting to give the story both a familiar and an unfamiliar feel. She also incorporates 
Celtic history, social structure, and spiritual beliefs, particularly reincarnation. 
a fantasy world around a geography that resembles the areas of Europe and the British 
Isles, the areas of Celtic influence, allows Kerr to focus on the story rather than 
ing to spend much time on creating a whole new world. Like the Celts, the \IV "'«"mel",r" 

have a violent history of territorial takeover by war and they both take and 
heads of their enemies. Kerr creates many words to give the feel of a familiar, 
ferent, world using words from time. 

Kerr's Westlands resemble the Celtic world in social structure. First there 
the fort of the lord, and the broch which resembles the manor of the Celtic 
structure and role. The "lord" is a manager for the area He provides b."lpr,·h;~ 
as a judge to help the people settle their differences. His dun 
a marketing place to sell their products and a place to wait in 
the area in wartime. Several duns are supervised by a 
but superior, to that of the lord. The gwerbret is accountable is 
also similar. Over the years these roles have become 

The Westland world has a social structure which resembles the 
the bard has a place of honor in the broch, the lord or gwerbret' s home, 
castle. He is supplied property, a place at the head table with the lord or 
freedom to speak even if he disagrees with the lord. Women are '\"'f.'\C~"A' 
ished. They wield power in the man's stead when he is busy or 
dead, and they are occasionally allowed to rule on their own when there is 
other close male relative to do so. 

For the most part, the lord, the gwerbret, and the king "rule" or <l1r,,.,,,"",, 
not feudal subjects. These free men own their own land, but pay taxes for the 
that the lords, gwerbrets, and king provide, and owe allegiance. Part of the 
allegience owed is men for military activity. The Westlanders-partici 
gwerbrets, and kings-are fond of war, and they are fierce warriors. Some 
are berserkers who once they are in battle take great risks. 

The lords, gwerbrets, and king are honored not only 
security offered to the people by their duns, brochs, and castles, but also for 
rity offered by their role as judges. The judgments are usually determined 
and the compassion and wisdom of the judge. 

Finally, Kerr uses known religious elements of the Celtic world and magic 
Westland novels-the sacred oak of the Druids and reincarnation. 

These elements are familiar enough to the reading public to give the novels a real
istic, familiar feel which makes reading them relatively easy. The elements are also suf
ficiently historic and primitive that they give the story a strangeness that allows the fan
tasy to be "fictional" for most readers. 
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ACCRUING AND 
POWER IN AND HENRY IV 

Andrew Trump 
North Dakota State University 

Early in this paper it is stated: "One can here trace the reverse images on how 
power is a part of a process of declining and rising, in the two plays considered here 
[Lear and Henry lV] .... Lear, through divesting his power, makes himself an empty 
king, victimized, mad, losing his status plus the one daughter he loves through 
captiousness, exile, and death. Henry (Prince Hal) lives a life of dissipation, but pro-
gressively reforms takes up leadership, and kingship-accruing power. Power 
cuts two ways: for an tired man who is excessively proud, only to lose everything. 
For a young man power can be exhilarating, uplifts him from his past, carries him 
from one success in battle and the other, and makes him an outreaching king." 

Throughout its discussion, paper looks at the two Shakespeare plays as the 
portrayal of two characters situations at the opposite ends of rise and fall. There are 
two different intents here, well. One character has sunk low, experiences life as no 
one born a king can, only up the roles assigned to him: Hal 
sports with Falstaff, but leads battle when called 
previously celebrated with, and 
in other plays, Henry IV Part 

very tired, yet not bringing himself 
to shed the signs of power, divides and allows his grasping daughters and 
sons-in-law the actual him on them. He loses his 
real and perceived power, goes on the desperation that all 
people in one way or another but However, the kingdom is divided, 
Lear and others are banished, disaster on himself, his kingdom, 

the ultimately unbearable loss of the daughter who loved him most truly and 
most honestly. 

Youth and age, and These two plays are analyzed for a look at one 
of Shakespeare's concerns. Power, the kingdom, and the very real dangers that 
the entity and the who run them are subject to. Henry lV, Part One, and King 
Lear are concerned of instability. Henry is the heir to a shaky kingship which 
must establish its Lear is a legitimate kingship that destroys itself. This study 
emphasizes the opposites in development and direction with the characters and situa
tions. With IV there will be ever rising and gathering of glory and strength; 
with Lear there is surface decline of kingship and politics, some insight as to the frail
ties of oneself, but from suffering. The distinction is clear in Shakespeare's 
work-stability and success through unification, battle, and tending the wounds of past 
division or disaster through division, civil war, and excessive pride. 
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In 1841, the German poet Georg (1817-1875) stated: "The revolution is 
the of our time. It is, at the very least, my 

established his of orthodox \....lJU",,<umy 

social and 
1840's. 

Herwegh believed that poets had a to and that 
be fostered His work of the early was characterized 
language and from the rFJig;ous snhere to helD articulate 

ical message. 
The application of religious language in a secular context was intended not 

to elevate the political message or speak to the masses in a language they could under
stand, as some critics have suggested, but instead to help Herwegh's poetry be a more 

and effective call to revolution. Moreover, Herwegh's use of religious lan
guage indicates the intensity of his belief in the need for political and social restmctunng 

in the Germany of his 
Influenced by David Friedrich Strauss' Life of Jesus, which argued that the 

possessed only a small core of historical truth, Herwegh had by the early 1840s 
away from orthodox Christianity. However, in his theoretical writings and in his very 
successful first volume of the Gedichte eines Lebendigen (Poems of an Alive Person), 
Herwegh postulated a god of freedom who would support attempts to bring about 
revolution in Germany. Instead of completely discarding the existing Christian frame
work, Herwegh chose to replace the religious content of certain religious symbols and 
images with secular meanings. By doing so, he created, in a sense, a parallel 

In this religion, freedom became the new messiah. Spring, an image common 
ical poetry of the period, was the holiest symbol, signifying that freedom is 
can never fully disappear. In addition, the poets assumed the role of the clergy, 
ry became their sermons. Herwegh also established a close link between poets 
people, whom he saw as his source of 

In Herwegh's poetry the religion of freedom is perhaps best evidenced in the 
"Zuruf' ('The Call"). Numerous parallels are drawn between the new messiah, 
dam, and Jesus. Like Christ, who drove the buyers and sellers from the 
Herwegh's messiah is no prince of peace. Instead, he comes to do battle for the cause 
of freedom. In "Zuruf," Herwegh also develops a theme that appeared numerous times 
in his work of the 1840s. He associates Christianity with passivity and the desire to main
tain the status quo, whereas his own messiah is one of action, motivated by the desire 

to radically change the existing order. 

A similar reversal of Christian imagery and belief is found in "Das Lied vom 
Hasse" ('The Song of Hate"). Here Herwegh advocates abandoning love in favor of 
hate, though only when the hate is directed at tyrants. The Christian concepts of love 
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and "turning one's cheek" are equated with continued acceptance of oppression. 
Clearly, hate is not portrayed as a negative force, but rather as a very positive one-the 
desire to fight against tyranny. 

In the poem "Aufruf," ("A Call to Action"), focuses on the central sym-
bol of Christianity: the cross. Here calls upon his fellow Germans to tear the 
crosses from the ground and turn them into swords. This poem, which is perhaps 
Herwegh's most discussed, also contains some of the most powerful imagery to be found 
in his work. Herwegh transforms the cross, the of Christ's death and suffering, 
into a weapon itself capable of inflicting death and suffering. However, as one critic 
has pointed out, Herwegh's sword is not merely an instrument of death, it is a tool of 
the battle for life. Again, as in other poems, reverses the he borrows 
from Christianity. The cross, associated with inaction, is contrasted 
symbol designed to evoke images of glorious battles in the for cause. 

In his poetry of the early 1840s, Herwegh maintained the Christian framework, while 
at the same time secularizing and reversing the he had borrowed. doing so, 
he also delivered an indirect rejection of Christianity and Christian concepts and sym-
bols. Despite this, Herwegh' s of religious language and symbols rer:naiJlled 
marily positive in that it was to strengthen his message. 

Within just a few years, however, Herwegh's attitude towards changed dra-
matically. The second volume of his Gedichte eines appeared in 1843 
and was almost completely devoid of the positive use Instead, 
Herwegh began to deliver biting criticism of Christianity of the alliance 
between church and state. The fervor of the first volume had way to disillu-
sionment and the belief that revolution was even farther away before. 

Although he remained dedicated to fostering a democratic revolution, Herwegh no 
longer believed that poetry had the power to move people to radical action. Despite the 
failure of the Revolutions of 1848 and 1849, after which many of his contemporaries 
made their peace with the victorious conservative forces, Herwegh remained a poet of 
the people. His poetry, however, would never recapture the spirit or the popUlarity of 
his work of the early 18408. 

EI 

"'''"'Ul1UL,/AU .... 1UlLP VIRTUAL Y ALTO MODERNISMO 
BORGES=CORTAZAR 

TIIUI'Prt'YU Valencia-Serna 
University of North Dakota 

la narrativa Los per
los espacios les comunican a los lectores-y a 
y todo son realidades discursivas inexistentes 

de su escritura, enuncia las uSc-



nicas y el i1usionismo de los procesos de la ecriture. Y el autor, como dice ,Rpni"lYI;n 

produce una escritura que se en el proceso de 1J1 lJUUlIAUl 

Viene al caso una narrativa de estilo intemacional y 
auto-reflexiva latinoamericana del alto modemismo, de 
maestros. 

EI gran valor artfstico de estos dos escritores 
mente-invenciones de alusiones que "descalifican 
y comunicaciones inventa mundos artificiales. Y, como alusiones 
analizan los artificios de sus constructos dichas 
salientemente-subversivas. Son narrativas que a sus 
sobre los las tecnicas y el medio con los que sus textos 
liberando, tal manera, "al" de sus de "-',"H"'~UC,'",', 

m<et,mhor moves his audience 
text; and then by SLUllUlaUIl/S 

truth is absorbed, and the 
to active obedience and a vision Donne, like Augustine with 

all the senses into one and draw the 
(Sermon XXIII 79). 

his cue from his sermonic text, Corinthians 13: 12, Donne constructs con
which are characteristic of his ooetrY: there is a juxtaoosition of time 

frames: "nunc and tunc, now and then, now in a 
then in oerfection" (78), From this rOllntprn"intin 
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then face to face, now part, 
of terms and situations, Donne 

transfers his concept to the macrocosm; the antithetical terms become the figurative basis 
on "which one designs the whole age of this world from the creation to the dissolution 
thereof' (78). Eventually the metaphor of seeing becomes a way of portraying a 
twofold vision of God and a twofold knowledge of God. Donne then evokes imagination 
and feeling to convey his truth by alluding to the miraculous healing of the blind man 
in the gospels. 

The listening congregation experience at this point a kind of schematization, which, 
m; Ricoeur would put it, is "a mixture of 'like' and 'unlike' proper to similarity" (432). 
They then become included in the process as knowing SUbjects. They feel like what they 
see. In the Kantian sense, the members of the congregation experience "poetic feeling" 
which abolishes the distance between the knower and the known "without cancelling 
the cognitive structure of thought and the intentional distance which it implies" (433). 
Feelings then and coexist with imagination as 
(Ricoeur 433). Through this process we share the experience of the blind man whose 
eyes are opened; we see darkly at first, then realize, as Donne puts it, that "all sight is 
blindness ... and knowledge ignorance till we come to God" (79). 
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Papers presented at conferences of the Linguistic Circle are chosen on the basis of 
abstracts submitted in response to calls for papers. For many years, conferences have 
been held in October, and after any particular conference a of months elapses 
before the abstracts of its papers are sent to the printer. Hence, the opportunity exists 
for authors to revise their abstract, either because the original abstract took the form of 
a proposal, or because it was rather skimpy, or because it made Doints substantiallv dif
ferent from those made in the actual presentation. 

The Editor welcomes revised abstracts, but would prefer to receive them the first 
week of January of the year following the conference. The heading of the abstrdct should 
consist of a title, written in full capitals, centered as a first line; the author's name, 
underlined, centered two lines below; and two lines below that, the name of the 
institution, centered and underlined. 

All material should be typed, double spaced, in manuscript form, standard 
manuscript type. No footnotes, please. to incorporate citations into the of 
the paper. Try to keep the paper to three pages in length. Script other than Roman should 
by typed or drawn very carefully. The Editor and the printer will try to preserve dia
critical marks. MLA. style is preferred. 
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sons to be Life Members. 
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Kathleen Collins 
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Any Life Members whose names do not appear on this list should by all means pre
sent evidence of their status to the Secretary-Treasurer. 
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